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Shorts Program #1

Shorts Program #2

20:30 - 21:30

22:00 - 23:00

Chıld’s Dream

Christophe Gerard
FR / 2015 / 10’

Floating barges, water that suddenly
takes human form and rainfall that leaves
puddles deep enough to drown in… Is this
merely a child’s dream?

TRIAL & ERROR
Antje Heyn

DE / 2016 / 5’
A film about a lost shirt button, perfectionist
aunts, busy cats, startled parrots—and a
long-lost friend.

TOTEMS

Paul Jadoul

FR / 2016 / 9’
A lumberjack is working in the forest when
a falling tree traps him. In his struggle, his
inner animal is awakened.

IT’S ABOUT TIME
Ivo Briedis

LV / 2016 / 6’
A message brought by the wind urges a
lonely man to go out to the city, but there is
someone who does not want him to leave
the room.

CHAINLETS

Alicja Blaszczynska
PL / 2015 / 8’

The story of five people who are seen as
weirdos. But what if their compulsions and
obsessions make more sense than anyone
thinks? Perhaps they know something about
the world that other “normal people” simply
can’t see…

THE BALD FUTURE
Paul Cabon

FR / 2016 / 6’
Being a bald man sucks. Knowing you’ll
become one is worse..

NEGATIVE SPACE
Max Porter & Ru Kuwahata
FR / 2016 / 6’

This is the bittersweet story of a relationship
between a father and his son, Sam.
Always leaving on business trips, the father
connects with Sam by teaching him how to
pack a suitcase efficiently.

WICKED GIRL
Ayce Kartal

FR/ 2017 / 8’
S.,is a little Turkish girl with an overflowing
imagination. While she is looking back on
the good old days in her grand parents
village from hospital room, dark and
terrifying memories emerge and, little by
little, they begin to make sense.

THE NOISE OF LICKING
Nadja Andrasev
HU / 2016 / 9’

The neighbour’s cat watches a woman
take care of her exotic plants every day.
This perverted ritual comes to an end when
the cat disappears. The following spring, a
stranger pays her a visit.

THE CROSSING

Marieka Walsh
AU / 2016 / 11’

Created entirely out of salt and sand: a
sea captain risks the lives of his men when
he decides to change course, taking his
ship through a violent storm.

WEDNESDAY WITH GODDARD
Nicolas Menard
UK / 2016 / 5’

A personal quest for spiritual enlightenment
leads to romance and despair.

